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Summary of my research programme. My laboratory (joint between King’s College 
London and the Francis Crick Institute) focuses on understanding the 
fundamental physical principles that govern mechanobiology, from a single molecule 
perspective.   
  
Scientific rationale. There is now mounting evidence that mechanical stimuli regulate a 
large number of cellular functions, including growth, motility and differentiation. However, 
how mechanical forces are channeled through the cytoplasm to eventually reach the 
nucleus and alter gene expression remains poorly understood. Obtaining a clear 
molecular picture of nuclear mechanotransduction with traditional cell biology strategies 
has been challenging. While cell mechanics experiments have provided the most 
promising approach by measuring the effect of key protein knockdowns on the overall 
cellular mechanical response, the intrinsic nature of these experiments precludes the 
establishment of a direct relationship between the force-induced structural changes and 
the mechanical function of each of the involved molecular players. In contrast, single 
molecule nanomechanical experiments allow mapping the conformational dynamics of 
individual proteins under force with great detail. However, the translation of these  in 
vitro nanomechanical experiments into the cellular context (with potential knock-on effects 
at the functional level) is far from trivial. Despite recent promising achievements, we lack 
global understanding of whether individual molecules inside the cell respond to force 
according to the same fundamental physical laws established by the single molecule 
experiments. Closing such a scale gap has become a timely, necessary and unavoidable 
requirement to enable the natural advancement of the mechanobiology field.  My 
research programme focuses on employing a combination of state-of-the-art 
nanomechanical techniques across different force- and length-scales to uncover 
the molecular details underlying the main force propagation mechanisms of 
nuclear mechanotransduction.  
  
Specifically, we have delineated different research lines that we will be exploring at the 
Crick to dissect the molecular mechanisms of nuclear mechanotransduction from 
different, complementary angles. (1) We are studying the dynamics under force of each 
individual protein of the LINC complex, which forms a long molecular tether between the 
cytoskeleton and the nuclear envelope. We hypothesize that the force-induced 
conformational changes of the proteins forming the LINC complex are crucial to physically 
propagate cytoskeletal forces to the nuclear envelope. (2) We aim to investigate the 
emerging role of the nucleus as a mechanonsensor. In particular, we want to uncover (i) 
lipidome changes in the nuclear envelop (NE) of cells exposed to mechanical stress and 
(ii) the mechanical effect of key post-translational modifications of cryptic sites in specific 
nuclear proteins after mechanical unfolding. Finally, (3) we are using a combined 
mechanical/fluorescence optogenetic approach that we have developed to track the 
dynamics of nuclear shuttling of cytoplasmic transcription factors upon mechanical 
stimulation. Our main goal is to understand the molecular mechanisms explaining our 
recent discovery that the mechanical unfolding of translocating proteins across the 
nuclear pore complex (NPC) accelerates the rate of nuclear import. (4)  Finally, we want to 
understand the downstream effects of extracellular mechanical cues by beginning to 
interrogate how gene expression is affected by mechanical force, and the knock-on 
effects on cell function (eg motility, differentiation, etc).  Altogether, this multidisciplinary 
research programme will provide an integrated, mechanistic and quantitative view, from a 
molecular perspective, on how mechanical forces propagate to the cell nucleus and 
activate force-induced transcriptional programmes.  
  
The design of this research programme, which we want to uncover in the next 5-7 years, 
is the result of a natural evolution of my research path. Earlier in my career, I focused on 



the development of new single molecule AFM instrumentation (Nature Protocols, 2013) 
and experimental approaches to uncover the physical principles underlying ( i) the 
mechanical (un)folding of proteins (PNAS, 2009 (1); PNAS, 2009(2)) (ii) the effect of force 
on chemical reactions with single bond resolution (Nature Chemistry, 2009; JACS, 2011) 
and (iii) the nanomechanics of membranes (Biophys. J, 2005; JACS, 2010). We have 
recently built a single molecule magnetic tweezers technique, complementary to the AFM, 
which allows to apply low, physiologically relevant forces to individual molecules over 
extended periods of time of several hours and even days.    
  
In the last few years, and namely within this quinquennium, I became interested in 
providing our in vitro single molecule work with a clear biological context. For example, 
we uncovered (iv) novel non-enzymatic routes to drive oxidative folding (Nature 
Communications, 2016), (v) the effect of naturally-occurring post-translational 
modifications on the elasticity of cardiac titin (Nature Communications, 2017) and (vi) how 
mechanical forces modulate chaperone binding (Science Advances, 2018).  
  
Motivated by the challenge of integrating data across different scales, specifically aiming 
to elucidate whether subtle mechanical changes at the single molecule scale have knock-
on effects at the cellular level, I have recently expanded the force- and length-range of 
our experiments to include the cellular scale. Our initial attempts to the field have 
revealed (vii) dynamic changes in membrane stiffness during cell cycle (Cell, 2014); that 
(viii) mechanical forces are able to mechanically deform the nuclear pore complex and 
change its permeability (Cell, 2017); and that (ix) mechanical unfolding of proteins 
regulate their translocation rate to the nucleus (Nature Physics, 2019).   
 

 

Research outputs 

Infante, E.; Stannard, A.; Board, S.J.; Rico-Lastres, P.; Rostkova, E.; Beedle, A.E.M.; 
Lezamiz, A.; Wang, Y.J.; Gulaidi Breen, S.; Panagaki, F.; Sundar Rajan, V.; Shanahan, 
C.; Roca-Cusachs, P.; Garcia-Manyes, S. (2019) The mechanical stability of proteins 
regulates their translocation rate into the cell nucleus. Nature Physics 15, 973-
981. DOI: 10.1038/ s41567-019-0551-3 

Here we demonstrated that the mechanosensitive MRTF-A transcription factor is imported 
into the nucleus at a rate that is inversely correlated with its nanomechanical stability, but 
independent of its thermodynamic stability. Attaching mechanically stable proteins to MRTF -
A results in reduced gene expression and the subsequent slowing down of cell migration for 
three different cancer cell lines. These findings suggest that the modulation of the 
mechanical stability of transcription factors may represent a general strategy for the control 
of gene expression.  

 
Beedle, A.E.M.; Mora, M.; Davis, C; Brijnders, B.; Stirnemann, G.; Garcia-Manyes, 
S. (2018) Forcing the reversibility of a mechanochemical reaction. Nature 
Communications 9(1):3155. DOI: 10.1038/s41467-018-05115-6 
Chemical reactions are usually initiated by heat, electric current or light. Here we used single 
molecule force spectroscopy to show that mechanical force can by-pass thermodynamically 
locked reactivity in the reduction of thermodynamically stable protein disulfide bonds, having 
a direct impact on its reversibility.  

 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41567-019-0551-3
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-018-05115-6


Perales-Calvo, J.; Giganti, D.; Stirnemann, G.; Garcia-Manyes, S.  (2018) The force-
dependent mechanism of DnaK-mediated mechanical folding. Science Advances 
4(2):eaaq0243. DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.aaq0243 
Here we investigated the molecular mechanisms governing chaperone-mediated mechanical 
protein folding. Using a combination of single molecule force spectroscopy and molecular 
dynamics simulations, we uncovered the unanticipated role of mechanical force in finely 
regulating chaperone binding, with direct implications on protein elasticity.   

  
Elosegui-Artola, A.; Andreu, I; Beedle, A.E.M.; Lezamiz, A; Uroz, M.; Kosmalska, A; 
Oria, R.; Trepat, X.; Navajas, D.; Garcia-Manyes, S.; Roca-Cusachs, P. (2017) Force 
triggers YAP nuclear entry by mechanically regulating transport across nucleopores. 
Cell 171(6), 1397-1410. DOI: 10.1016/j.cell.2017.10.008 
The nuclear translocation of mechanosensitive transcription factors plays a key role in the 
cells’ ability to respond to mechanical signals. In collaboration with the Roca -Cusachs lab, 
here we demonstrated that extracellular mechanical forces are able to deform the nuclear 
pore complex, facilitating nuclear import of the YAP transcription factor.  

  
Beedle, A.E.M.; Mora, M.; Lynham, S., Stirnemann, G.; Garcia-Manyes, S. 
(2017) Tailoring protein nanomechanics with chemical reactivity. Nature 
Communications 8, 15658. DOI: 10.1038/ncomms15658  
Post-translational modifications (PTMs) are emerging as key regulators of protein function. 
Here we discovered a chemical route alternative to enzymes to promote oxidative prote in 
folding using small plasma thiols. Our approach, combining single molecule force clamp 
spectroscopy, DFT calculations and mass spectrometry, provided a general tool to 
rationalise the effect of PTMs on modulating protein nanomechanics.   
 

https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/4/2/eaaq0243
https://www.cell.com/cell/fulltext/S0092-8674(17)31192-3?_returnURL=https%3A%2F%2Flinkinghub.elsevier.com%2Fretrieve%2Fpii%2FS0092867417311923%3Fshowall%3Dtrue
https://www.nature.com/articles/ncomms15658

